
Wondering how to celebrate your loved one in a special way? Check out JAPAN by
Japan’s latest feature, “Celebrate your Milestones in Japan -Omedetou Series-“! In

this series, we travel to different parts of Japan and with the help of our
Singaporean JBYJ members, we introduce spots specifically with the theme of

celebrating special occasions. Discover and explore new places to bring your loved
ones on an unforgettable trip to Japan and wish them Omedetou (congratulations)!

For the first instalment of the "Celebrate your Milestones in Japan -Omedetou Series-", we
follow the Chew Family as they celebrate Skyler's 13th birthday with an extraordinary trip
to eastern Hokkaido, rich with nature and endless outdoor activities! Selected from nearly
100 applicants in this campaign held by JAPAN by Japan, experience their adventures

through the videos we have prepared and be inspired for your next trip!

About JbyJ Newsletter

This newsletter is exclusively brought to you by the Japan National Tourism Organization, Singapore

Office. Through our specially curated contents, we continue to connect with our JAPAN by Japan

(JbyJ) community and members as you are special to us.

 

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram for more exciting stories and latest updates on Japan.
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Important Notification

Presenting a valid COVID-19 vaccination certificate or PCR negative test certificate is no

longer required when entering Japan. However, Visit Japan Web can still help you save

time and hassle when clearing the customs and immigrations on arrival in Japan, and can

even generate a Tax-free QR code for your shopping at participating merchants.
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